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W.H. Previts and T.S. Wu [2] REMARK. Note that U(l) + Conversely, if ?7 ++ D U C f'(U + ), then £/ ++ n (7 = /'(f/+) n I/, which is closed. Therefore f/ ++ is closed by [ (1) and (2) together imply that U is tidy because from (1) we have that G\U++ =\j(G\\J f n (U)) and from (2) Recall that for every locally compact group, there is a topology on the space of closed subgroups (see [1, Chapter VIII, Section 5]). In this topology, a sequence of closed subgroups {S n } converges to S if for every compact set K and for every neighbourhood V of e, there exists an integer N such that for all n > N, S D K C VS n and S n DKQVS. PROPOSITION 9 . Let U be a tidy subgroup of G. Then {f n (U)} converges to U++.
PROOF: Let if be a compact set and let V be a neighbourhood of e. Since U ++ is closed, U + is open and U ++ n K is compact. Thus
Subgroups of disconnected groups 489 Conversely, suppose U+nU-is a maximal compact /-invariant subgroup of C/++. Since U+ D C/_ C Cu Q L\j C U++ and Lu is a compact /-invariant subgroup, Ly = Cu -U+nU-. Thus U is tidy by [3, Corollary to Lemma 3] . D
We conclude this paper by considering compact totally disconnected groups. 
